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There are 24 agencies within the San Diego County Water Authority. Their sizes range from Del Mar's 
1,159 acres to San Marcos' 28,531 to the city of San Diego's 206,027.  
A map of the districts resembles a patchwork quilt, with no readily apparent rhyme or reason to many of 
the shapes and sizes of the pieces. Usually, they evolved around a new community. A boundary may be 
defined by an increase in elevation, the slope of a hill, a property line or the fall of a stream.  
The 24 agencies include six cities, three water districts, two irrigation districts, 10 municipal water 
districts, one public utility district, one county water district, and one military installation (Camp 
Pendleton).  
Each has its own pricing system and political constituencies. There has been no recent analysis of 
whether so many agencies are costing water users more money than they need to, or whether they would 
be more efficiently run if the authority or some other agency controlled them.  
The Rincon del Diablo Municipal Water District, for example, is divided into 16 separate blocks of service 
territory that collectively surround the city of Escondido's spider-like shape. The San Marcos County 
Water District is almost entirely severed by the intrusion of the Bueno Colorado district.  
But Bueno Colorado has no customers, no billing and no facilities. It is merely a paper front for the Vista 
Irrigation District. That is because when Vista was first formed, Metropolitan opposed the annexation of 
local agencies that would use water only for agriculture.  
Irrigation districts only taxed land rather than improvements, and Metropolitan would receive less money 
than from urban areas. Nevertheless, both Bueno Colorado and Vista have their own elected five-person 
boards, three members of which sit on both boards.  
Most of the agencies hire general managers at an annual salary of around $50,000. Some are paid 
$60,000, some $40,000. Larger agencies have a team of assistants, engineers, surveyors, accountants, 
bond consultants, lawyers and public relations representatives, secretarial staff and building or rented 
office space.  
Olivenhain, serving 14,000 acres, has 35 employees. Otay has 89.  
Most agencies with elected boards compensate their directors about $100 for each of between three and 
six water-related meetings the directors attend every month.  
Although a newcomer to the subject of San Diego County's water may think the system of 24 local 
agencies resembles a many-headed hydra, there may be more consolidation for the sake of efficiency in 
the years ahead.  
Some of the 24 water district areas were formed by taking over operations of private water companies 
that dug early wells and took shape during San Diego's hefty growth days of the 1950s and '60s.  
Some areas of San Diego County are still served by private, for profit, water companies that are 
customers of water agencies and are members of the authority. A private water company, such as the 
California American Water Co. that serves Coronado and parts of Imperial Beach, cannot legally be a 
member of the authority and buys water through the city of San Diego.  
The city of Del Mar is a separate agency, but all of its water comes from the city of San Diego also.  
Some of Padre Dam Municipal Water District's supply first goes to the Helix treatment plant, then back to 
Padre Dam's system, and then up to Alpine and Santee.  
Ramona Municipal Water District, with one of the highest rates in the water authority's system because of 
its higher elevations and higher pumping costs, sends raw water to the city of Poway's treatment plant, 
where it is metered and sent back to Ramona.  



The San Dieguito Water District and the Santa Fe Irrigation District share the R.E. Badger treatment 
plant.  
Six cities, such as the city of San Diego, compose their own water agencies and are generally operated 
by a water utilities department that is governed by a city council. But other cities, such as Lemon Grove, 
La Mesa or El Cajon, allow a water agency such as Helix to provide services.  
If consolidation of these many varied districts would mean a more efficient operation for the county's 
water customers, mergers have run smack up against local pride and a belief that each area's water 
distribution problems are unique.  
When the agencies were first formed, the pieces of legislation that created them allowed for different 
powers, such as providing domestic sewer service or water for agriculture. Some had different taxing 
powers.  
But the authority's legal counsel, Wally Peck, said that many of the original pieces of legislation that 
formed those agencies have been amended so all the agencies can do many of the same things.  
But many directors believe the authority should have more control over the water supplies it delivers to its 
24 agencies. Although there is a tremendous amount of cooperation, many directors criticize the 
autonomy of many local agencies.  
Nat Eggert, an accountant who is chairman of the water authority, said that the authority should take on 
the added role of helping some agencies that don't have reservoirs or that need treated water to plan their 
supplies.  
For example, until recently, the Rainbow Municipal Water District in North County didn't have a drop of 
storage capacity, getting all of its water from the Colorado River Aqueduct. "If the aqueduct runs dry, they 
couldn't get even a cup of water," said one director.  
Harry Griffen, 77, a San Diego County Water Authority director for 28 years, likes to tell the story about 
how he and the authority's attorney, Paul Engstrand, once tried to consolidate some of the county's 24 
water agencies.  
"It occurred to me," the elected director of the Helix Water District recalled, "that it would be a good idea 
for the Otay, Padre Dam and Helix water agencies to combine in one new district."  
It seemed logical because the contiguous areas of Otay and Padre Dam were relatively new, he said. "It 
would save administration and duplication and save everybody money because Helix already had the 
storage and the treatment facilities, everybody agreed," Griffen added.  
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